
NEVER vaccinate! - Stay healthy! - NEVER vaccinate! 
Facts: Vaccinations=toxic waste - AND: Genetically modi-
fied mechanisms are FORBIDDEN (e.g. Switzerland: Crim. 

Code Art. 230bis). mRNA gene vacc. = FORBIDDEN. 
Fact: Many diseases only exist since vaccinations exist. 
Fact: Children without vacc. are HEALTHIER than vacc.d. 

Facts: Microbiologists say: mRNA gene vacc. caused mass 
death in animal experiments after 6mo to 2y. Why?  
1) The shell of mRNA (lipid nanoparticles) explodes+ they 

scratch up all cells - death (Dr. Vanessa Schmidt). 
2) Spike protein is produced with no end+immune system is 
much too strong + with the next virus in 6mo it destroys the 

OWN body (challenge test) - death (Dr. Tenpenny, Cahill, 
Bhakdi, Wodarg). 3) GB-Pres. Johnson: In 6 months, 60-
70% of vacc. are in hosp. or dead. 4) Luc Montagnier: Gene 

vacc. curve = death curve. 5) Old people's homes? Death 
wave is running. WEATHER? Manipulated by HAARP since 
1961. TRAVELLING? 1y no travel. MEDIA? = from Soros + 

BillGates w vacc. propaganda. JUSTICE + GOVERNMENTS? 
Corrupt by Gates+have 0 idea about medicine. Michael 
Palomino, www.med-etc.com Healings since 2015, 5 med 
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